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Abstract: We present a formal verification of a hybrid system from an example of a barrel-filler system. Hy-
brid system composes continuous elements and discrete elements. ECML (ETRI CPS Modeling Language)
is a modeling formalism for hybrid systems, recently proposed by a research institute - ETRI in Korea. It
extends a basic formalism DEV& DESS (Discrete EVent & Differential Equation System Specification) with
various conveniences in modeling and simulation. An ECML model checking tool has not been developed
yet. SpaceEx is a verification tool for hybrid automata using reachability algorithms. It integrates various
approaches of hybrid system verification. The case study illustrates how verification can be performed on an
ECML model using a hybrid automata translation by hands.
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1. Introduction

Hybrid system models combination of continuous ele-

ments and discrete elements. The discrete part models com-

puting elements while the continuous part models physical

elements. Those elements are included in embedded sys-

tems such as automotive, medical, and avionic systems. Hy-

brid system has been modeled with the purpose of prov-

ing properties such as reachability, safety, and stability. A

current guideline for formal verification of hybrid system

is shown at [1]. HyTech[7], PHAVer[4], and SpaceEx[5]

are verification tools using symbolic reachability analysis.

KeyMaera[12] and HSolver[13] are verification tools using

deductive proving. ECML is developed as a hybrid sys-

tem modeling language for improving convenience. It ex-

tends DEV & DESS [14]. ETRI proposed it to develop[9]

a cyber physical system. It needs formal verification tool

to satisfy safety requirements. The reachability analysis

tool for hybrid system could be used for ECML. A case

study[3] is about verification of DEV & DESS using HyTech.

A translation, from DEV & DESS into linear hybrid au-

tomata(LHA) input front-end of HyTech, has limitation of

DEV & DESS expression which is restricted by linearity.

HyTech verifies linear hybrid automata with restrictions[8].

For example, dynamics of hybrid automata are of the form

ax + b = 0, where a and b are constants and x is variable.
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Using other model checking tools extends range of verifiable

ECML model. SpaceEx is a tool framework[6] that uses

support function[11] for non-linear hybrid automata. It also

integrates PHAVer that is a model checking tool for linear

hybrid automata. We expect that the wide range of ECML

model can be verified using SpaceEx. In this paper, We

show a case study about verification of hybrid system from

an example of barrel-filler system using SpaceEx. We model

barrel-filler system for ECML, then translate it into hybrid

automata those behavior is same as the ECML model by

hands. Then we verify the hybrid automata using SpaceEx

with safety properties.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the next

section, we present the semantics of ECML, and hybrid au-

tomata for SpaceEx. Then in Section 3, we describe about

barrel-filler model verification using SpaceEx. Our conclu-

sion and ongoing research topic are presented in the last

section.

2. Background

2.1 ECML

ETRI(Electronics and Telecommunications Research In-

stitute) proposed ECML that extends DEV & DESS with

various convenience such as hierarchies and error modeling.

DEV & DESS has two flow type of values : discrete value

and continuous value as opposed to ECML has three flow

type of values : discrete value, event value and continuous

value. Continuous value changes differential, discrete value

changes drastically and preserved. Event value also changes

drastically but not preserved. The definition of Basic model

of ECML is belows :
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BM = 〈X,Y, S, TransE, T ransS, CondS , Rate,OutC ,

OutD, OutE , OutS〉

X = XC ×XD ×XE

• XC is the set of continuous input value

• XD is the set of discrete input value

• XE is the set of event input value

Y = Y C × Y D × Y E

• Y C is the set of continuous output value

• Y D is the set of discrete output value

• Y E is the set of event output value

S = SC × SD × P

• SC is the set of continuous state value

• SD is the set of discrete state value

• P is the set of phase

• TransE : S × X → S is the external event transition

function.

• OutE : S × XC × XD → Y E is the discrete event

output function for external event functions.

• CondS : S ×XC ×XD → Bool is the state transition

condition function.

• TransS : S ×XC ×XD → S is the state event tran-

sition function.

• OutS : S×X → Y E is the discrete output function for

internal state transition.

• Rate : S × XC × XD → SC is the rate of change

function

• OutC : S × XC × XD → Y C is the continuous value

output function

• OutD : P × SD × XD → Y D is the discrete value

output function

( 1 ) Intervals 〈t1, t2〉 with no events: Only the contin-

uous states SC change. The continuous states at the

end of the interval are computed from the state at the

beginning plus the integral of the rate of change func-

tion Rate(s(t), xC(t), xD(t)) (t = 〈t1, t2〉) along the

interval.

( 2 ) An internal state event occurs first at time t in

interval 〈t1, t2〉: The continuous states at the time of

the transition are computed from the state at the be-

ginning plus the integral of the rate of change function

Rate(s(t′), xC(t′), xD(t′))(t′ ≤ t1, t]) along the interval

until time t. Likewise, the hybrid output is generated

until time t. At time t, the state transition condition

function CondS(s(t), xC(t), xD(t)) evaluates to true.

That is, an internal state event occurs. Here, the inter-

nal state transition function TransS(s(t), xC(t), xD(t))

is executed to define a new state.

( 3 ) An external discrete event occurs first at

time t in interval 〈t1, t2〉: The continuous states

at the time of the transition are computed from

the state at the beginning plus the integral of

Rate(s(t′), xC(t′), xD(t′))(t′ ≤ t1, t]) along the interval

until t. Likewise, the continuous output is generated

until time t. At time t, the external event transition

function TransE(s(t), x(t)) is executed to define a new

state.

2.2 Hybrid Automata

Previous study[3] shows that DEV & DESS can be trans-

lated to linear hybrid automata[2] which are input-front

end of HyTech. Similarly we translate from ECML model

into hybrid automata which are input front-end of SpaceEx.

SpaceEx includes PHAVer to provide various verification

approaches. The definition of hybrid automata is as belows.

A hybrid system H = (Loc, V ar,Lab,Edg,Act, Inv)

consists of six components.

• Loc is a finite set of vertex called locations.

• V ar is a finite set of real-valued variables.

• Lab is a finite set of synchronization labels that con-

tains the stutter label τ ∈ Lab.

• Edg is a finite set of edge called transitions.

• Act is a labeling function that assigns to each location

l ∈ Loc a set of activities.

• Inv is a labeling function that assigns to each location

l ∈ Loc an invariant Inv(l) ⊆ V .

The PHAVer verifies hybrid automata that consists of lin-

ear dynamics or hybrid automata with affine dynamics.

• Flow(l) is a continuous dynamics of the form Ax+b0 ⊲⊳

0

• Asgn is of the form x′ ⊲⊳ Ax+ b0

The SpaceEx consider hybrid automaton that restricts the

constraints below.

• Flow(l) is a continuous dynamics of the form ẋ(t) =

Ax(t) + Bu(t) + b0, u(t) ∈ U

• Asgn is of the form x′ = Ax+Bu+ b0, u ∈ U

A and B are constant sets, b0 is constant value, U is

nondeterministic input set which is constrained only by the

invariant. x′ is an assigned value. ⊲⊳∈ {<,≤,=} is an op-

erator.

3. Verification of Barrel-filler Model

We modeled a simple example that is ECML for a barrel-

filler system. Previous research[3] shows a DEV & DESS for

barrel-filler system and analyze it using HyTech. We modi-

fied it differently to suit for ECML. The models’ behaviors

and state trajectories are also explained in detail to confirm

the correctness of the ECML models.

3.1 ECML model of Barrel-filler

We design a barrel-filler system for ECML. The system

fills a barrel with a specific inflow rate and puts the barrel

out whenever the barrel is filled up to a specific water level.
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Fig. 1 A barrel-filler model for ECML

The barrel filler system modeled in this paper originated

from [14]. Fig. 1 is a graphical representation of the ECML

model.

The model has two input ports and an output port. on off

is a discrete input that determines the start or stop of filling

barrels, while inflow is a continuous input that is the rate

of input water flow. barrel is a discrete output. The system

puts full-filled-barrel out to the discrete output port barrel

when the barrel is filled to a specific level.

This model has three phases such as open, closed, and

closing. We added the closing state and timing constraint

to the original barrel filler system in [14]. The modified bar-

rel filler system fills the barrel with the inflow rate of 1̇ to

2̇. And if the contents is equated to 9, it transits to the

closing state. It resets e for system idles in closing state

during 1 time unit. In the closing state, the inflow rate is

changed to 1̇, and it transit to the closed state or open state

after 1 time unit. We combined with transitions those are

from closing to closed and closed to open into closing to

open from model of [3]. The model of [3] must be transits to

closed after closing, but its behavior is same as our model.

It also outputs a full-filled-barrel to the output port and

resets contents.

Fig. 2 shows trajectory of a sample experiment of the

modified barrel-filler system. Initially the valve is closed

and the barrel is empty. At time 1, the filling is initiated

by the discrete input signal on. At time 2, the input signal

off stops the filling and the state of the valve changes from

the open to closing. The inflow rate in the closing state

is 1, half the rate of the open state, and the system resides

there until time 3, since the e requires 1 time unit for closing

valve. At time 5, the filling starts again by the on signal,

and the contents increases at the rate of 2 until it reaches 9

at time 8. At time 8, the system goes into the closing state

due to an internal event, and the contents increases at the

rate of 1 for 1 time unit(until time 9). When the closing time

expires, an internal event occurs. The full-filled-barrel is re-

leased. Contents are also reset to 0 and the filling restarts

again immediately.

3.2 Verification of barrel-filler system

We translated from barrel-filler model for ECML into hy-

brid automata by hands. Some of translation rule from

Fig. 2 A behavior of barrel-filler model

closing

open

closed

error

Fig. 3 A barrel-filler model for hybrid automata

ECML to linear hybrid automata proposed by [10]. Fig. 3

shows barrel-filler model for linear hybrid automata. The

barrel-filler automata consists of locations such as closed,

open, and closing and transitions and variables such as con-

tents, e, switch, and inflow. When the control mode is

closed, value of variables doesn’t changed during time ad-

vances except switch. A variable switch has nondetermin-

istic value as flow of switch has not defined in this mod-

els. When switch changes on, the system changes con-

trol mode from closed to open. When the control mode

is open, contents starts increased by flow, formally de-

scribed dcontents/dt = inflow. The value of inflow is

non-deterministic and its range is [1, 2]. Contents is filling

until contents is approached to 9. As soon as switch changes

off or contents approaches to 9, control mode changes to

closing. contents increase by half of inflow.
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Fig. 4 Formal verification using SpaceEx

Barrel-filler system must restricts a safety property that

is “contents must not exceeds 10 and system cannot be

error state.”. Fig. 4 depicts the SpaceEx Web inter-

faces that shows performing safety verification of hybrid

automata. We set the forbidden state as contents >

10|loc(barrelfiller1) = error. contents is variable of

barrel-filler system and must not exceeds 10. barrelfiller1

is instance of linear hybrid automata for barrel-filler system.

loc(barrelfiller1) = error means barrel-filler system con-

trol modes must not in error states. We set the scenario by

PHAVer that verifies linear hybrid automata. The verifica-

tion result is “Forbidden states are not reachable.”. It means

that barrel-filler system satisfies the safety requirements.

4. Conclusion

We presented a translating approach for formal verifica-

tion of ECML models using hybrid automata as an example

of barrel-filler system, which is input front-end of SpaceEx.

ECML, a modeling language for cyber physical system, ex-

tension of DEV & DESS, models coupling between discrete

and continuous elements. Hybrid automata also models

combination of continuous and discrete dynamics. SpaceEx

is reachability analysis tool for hybrid automata. Barrel-

filler system is a suggested example for verification of ECML

models. We model an ECML model for barrel-filler system

and we translated from it into linear hybrid automata. We

showed that ECML model can be translated into linear hy-

brid automata and verified using PHAVer in SpaceEx. An

ECML model with non-linear dynamics has not been veri-

fied yet. We will try to verify ECML model as non-linear

hybrid automata.
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